KISS Meeting

Wednesday, November 6, 2013
Present: Skaidra, Alex P, Jamie, Erin, Khoa, Alex T, Mary, Elizabeth, Krista, Natasha,
Sally, Chelsea, Arielle, Ian, Georgia, Cynthia, Dana, Bronwyn
Topic

Discussion

Introductions

- Name, Position, How are you?

ESS Update
(Jamie)

- JobMine being replaced by WaterlooWorks in
2015 - will allow non-co-op students to use it
as well, also alumni can
- coffee house/talent show hosted by WAGS for
all ESS
- Coffee Shop is introducing lasagne, meatballs,
sandwiches - they want feedback on food
- ESS hats will be sold for $2-6, we want more
faculty spirit! Will only be 144 in stock

Communications
(Ian)

- wants to apologise for delay with the
newsletter (student-driven)
- received more feedback on feedback form
- people want more intel on events in UW - can
either email Ian with events or tweet it @KISS
- it has been difficult to incorporate the other
media (i.e. consistent tweeting) so has started
a hootsuite account to pre-time tweets (also
can incorporate the tumblr and google+)
- also planning to post more on KISS fb
- in BMH there is a calendar for upcoming
events, so may want to put one for KISS either
near Coffee Shop or in the Studio - might want
to use post-its rather than whiteboard markers
- also will update website calendar
- planning to start competition this week
- will put a doodle out to collaborate on KISS
intel newsletter (planning to have it released at
QGM and carry forward in new year)
- KISS Intel would be more like a student
expose (so separate from the emails)

Events
(Sally)

- haven’t called rock climbing yet, but will call
tomorrow to make sure time is free
- started fb page already, so will check to
finalise price
- since Sally cannot make it, will ask Melanie to
oversee it the day of

Action Items

- find out who in KI
community may
want to work on
KISS Intel (any
content including
poems, stories,
recipes, etc)
- Khoa will post
Acappella
weekend details

Topic

Discussion

Action Items

KISS Spiritwear
(Chelsea)

- need the logo artwork, has sent Jenna an
email, alternatively can check with Ryley
- will finalise how much they cost, can pick any
colour for sweaters (but print will be white)
- will determine how payment occurs
- when can we get them? will check if it’ll be
before winter break

Kinnovations
(Georgia)

- been able to maintain turnout of 15-20 people
every week (mostly 1st and 2nd years so may
be able to plan for next year)
- have been narrowing in on planning a
‘conference’ ; foresee expanding project past
Kinnovations
- hoping to have a UW-wide conference with
various disciplines represented
- will be meeting at 4 on Thursday with Geoff
and Skaidra to determine how Special Projects
will be involved

Sustainable JAM
Weekend
(Skaidra/Ian)

- international open design weekend, working in
groups to come up with solutions to a problem
- will be hosted in Hamilton to appeal to
Canada, led by ArtSci program
- will be on November 25-26th weekend,
billeting is offered
- Ian will send it in communications email

#hashtagoftheweek

- #animals

- photos to Ian

QGM

- Alex has shared slides with everyone
- will send everyone guidelines for what to put
on their slides (2 min max) - should look at
what people did this semester, and what we
want to introduce for next semester, and ask
for feedback -- want to increase accountability
- going to ask Darlene to push sundaes till after
QGM (on 29th)
- will cancel Kinnovations meeting on 29th
- want to make QGM video to make it exciting,
Meghan will be filming, she is tentatively
available Monday evening (Alex, Bronwyn,
Dana, Skaidra, Mary, Sally+events, Arielle,
Jamie, Erin, Khoa are available)
- video concept is people saying “Have you
heard?” around campus in ridiculous places
- want to air video as a teaser after next week’s
seminar

- everyone have
slides completed
by next meeting
(13th)
- QGM agenda will
be set on 18th
- discuss agenda
on 20th
- will send all of
KISS agenda and
leave it for editing
on 27th
- will send email
inviting KISS to be
in video

Checkouts

- share warm fuzzies about eachother

